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MARTIN WAY ALLOTMENT NEWS
PRODUCE SHOW
The produce show on Saturday 14th
September was a great success. Many
thanks go to Jane who led the organising, Margaret who assisted on the day
with her valuable experience, and also
to the two judges who are both regulars
at Chelsea & Hampton Court, but gave
up their Saturday to be with us.
The weather was kind and the
marquee quickly filled up with a
huge variety of produce from plot
holders. Many more people took
part this year, some for the first
time. When the marquee re-opened
at 3.30pm for people to look at the judging, there were many pleasantly surprised people
who entered not expecting anything but who came away with a rosette.
There was a lovely friendly atmosphere and even those who didn’t win said that it was an enjoyable
event to take part in.
Again thanks to Jane and her team who gave up their time so generously for all of us.
Jadzia (MAGA Chair)

BEST IN SHOW - Christopher Berkeley
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TOMATO BLIGHT
Warning & Instructions
WARNING!

If you have blight affected tomato plants,
please do not put them on the green waste. They should
be put into plastic bags and tied up, then put on to the
non-green waste. This means that they will not contaminate any compost which is made from the green waste
pile nor will they spread spores on the wind to other plots.

MANURE for allotment use only
We are very lucky at Martin Way allotments to get regular
deliveries of manure from a local stables and we have worked
hard to secure this arrangement. We do however pay for this
from our budget and it is therefore only for use on the
allotments. Please do not remove it for home use.

PLOT INSPECTIONS
These have been done this time around by allotmenteers who are not on the
committee. This is part of our policy of getting more people involved in the running of
the site. If you receive a ‘tidy up’ or ‘notice of non-cultivation’ letter it is because your
plot was judged to need it, and unfortunately there were a lot of sad looking plots this
time. Please read the letter carefully and take action quickly to rectify the problems,
you have 21 days from the letter being sent to improve your plot as directed.

PATHS and PLOT NUMBERS
Once again the issue of plot numbers and
paths has come up, as the plot inspections
were made more difficult because many
plot holders have not got their plot number
clearly displayed. Getting around the site
between plots is also tricky as paths
between plots are not always being maintained. Every plot holder is responsible for
the paths around their plot. Please keep
them clear, level and strimmed so that a
safe passage with a wheelbarrow can be
negotiated, especially from some of the
inner plots. This also means that you may
need to prune any plants/bushes/tree
branches that have grown over the path
during the year.
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JAPANESE KNOTWEED and Working Parties
It is with regret that the committee received
Sue Tickner’s resignation from organising
the working parties.These have been a
very successful initiative; sharing the load
of maintaining the allotments and fostering
a sense of community.
However, the committee were disturbed to
find out that the last working party identified
what they thought was ‘Japanese
Knotweed’ on an allotment plot. It was
decided to remove the plant and dispose of
it by putting it on the non-green waste in
open plastic bags.
Japanese Knotweed

The was not discussed with the committee
Secretary who was there on the day, as he
would have been able to tell them that the
plot was tenanted, so we couldn’t do
anything without consulting with the plot
holder and that there are strict legal
guidelines for the disposal of Japanese
Knotweed. The way the plant was put on a
pile destined for landfill is also an offence
under the ‘Environment Protection Act
1990’. As a committee we are ultimately
liable for something like this and it is why all
the working party jobs need to go through
the committee. We welcome suggestions
from plot holders and will consider any ideas
which are put to us.
This action on a Saturday working party
resulted in a huge amount of extra work for
the committee and quite a lot of trepidation
if the plant turned out to be ‘Japanese
Knotweed’.

‘Persicaria amplexicaulis (red bistort)

After submitting photos via email to various professional bodies and a trip to the RHS Wisley we were
eventually relieved to find out that that the plant was ‘Persicaria amplexicaulis’ (red bistort).
We would like to point out to plot holders that if they think that they have an illegal or invasive plant
on their plot, to contact the committee and we will ensure that it is identified correctly and if necessary
removed professionally and correctly.
The committee are very grateful for all the work put in by those of you that have joined Sue’s working
parties and we hope that you will continue to volunteer for future events.
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MISSING SAFETY EQUIPMENT
The protective headgear provided for use with one of the battery strimmers is missing. If you forgot
to put these back when you borrowed the MAGA Strimmer, would you please return them to the
shop or a committee member as soon as possible. Please also email the committee to let us know
if you have them, many thanks.

DISPOSAL of MAGA
EQUIPMENT
Following guidance from The National
Allotment Society we are unable
to continue to loan out the rotavators.
This is because to borrow equipment
with metal blades you need specific safety
and handling training. Unfortunately it is
impractical to provide this.
The various rotavators will be listed and offered for sale to plot holders shortly. Any left-over will be
sold elsewhere. If you are interested please contact the committee.

UNACCEPTABLE ITEMS ON THE WASTE BAYS
Please be aware that IdVerde will refuse to take
items left in the waste bays which they judge to be
non-allotment waste. This includes tyres, items of
play equipment, furniture and bags of household
waste. Please take these items home or to Garth
Road recycling centre. In the past the committee
have had to take rubbish home and in the case of
tyres to a local specialist centre and pay for their
disposal.

Please also take home any items that you can put in your household recycling. Items such as plastic
and glass bottles, metal cans, etc should be recycled not put on the non-green waste which is
destined for landfill.
It’s great that people are enjoying having BBQ’s on the allotments but please could you take
any food waste home with you? If you put the remnants on the waste pile the foxes rip the
bags open and make a right mess all over the bays and around the car park.
Many thanks. Jadzia
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GOOD PRACTICE
Good practices on the allotment
An allotment is by its very nature a calming and gentle place - and long may that
continue. But we should all recognise
that there are risks on the allotments
that we need to be aware of; did you
know that you could be held liable for an
accident on your plot, even where the
person that had the accident was trespassing?
The good news is that there is little that
we cannot deal with using good oldfashioned common sense. So what
should we look out for?
Glass is probably the most dangerous thing we use around our plots, so make sure it
is used safely or stacked out of harm’s way. Wire is another potential source of
danger where there is a risk that someone might walk into it or get caught up in it.
Old chemicals and petrol in sheds should always be disposed of in accordance with
guidelines rather than simply put on non-green waste.
So please take a look round your allotment periodically, think of what problems could arise and sort
them out before something unpleasant happens.

Then relax!

Simon Mawson

ROADS
Maintenance on the roads
We are planning to carry out some maintenance on the roads around the allotments,
probably during November. This may mean at times that vehicular access may not be
available. We will send out a notice of when this is occurring. We will endeavour to get
this done as quickly as possible to minimise the inconvenience caused.
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Sunday 27th October
You are all invited to our Autumn celebrations on Sunday 27th October, the day after the clocks go
back. The bonfire is lit around 5.30pm, barbeque and refreshments are available and we would
invite you to enter into the pumpkin carving competition, for both adults and children.

AUTUMN IN THE APIARY - BEES
Late summer into Autumn is a time of change for the bees as well as us. This summer
my hives have fared exceptionally well, building large strong colonies that brought
in lots of honey both for me to take as excess to their needs, plus plenty to be left
for their own use during the colder months.
As you may know, nectar from our flowers
is turned into honey by the bees and part of
this process involves the bees reducing the
water content of the nectar to 20% or below,
at which point they will “cap it off”, meaning
they will produce wax via their wax glands
(located under their abdomen) and lay this
wax over the honey so that it is preserved
in it’s best state until they need to eat it
during winter. When needed for food, the
bees will then nibble off the wax capping
and simply eat the honey, which is their
form of carbohydrate. Pollen is their form of protein and so they will also collect pollen whilst there
are still any flowering plants around in order to store this pollen for their use over winter. The bees
need fresh pollen in order to produce “bee milk” or “bee bread” as it is variously named. This is a
special food made by younger bees from a gland at the back of their heads, called the Hyperpharangeal gland. This special food can only be produced when there is an adequate supply of pollen.
So, as I inspect my hives at this time of year (it is currently late September) I must bear in mind
several key things. Do my hives have enough honey stores for the winter? Each hive will need
roughly 45 to 50 pounds of honey which is quite a lot.
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If any do not, such as my small “nucleus” hive which I made up during
the summer as part of my swarm management methods, then I can give
them a strong (2.1) sugar syrup feed to bulk up their stores although I
need to do this before October so that the bees have enough time in
the warmer days to reduce the water content down to 20% and to cap
it with wax. Please note that this small Nucleus hive is being fed not
because I took any of their honey off at all but rather because they
did not bring in enough nectar!

Towards the end of October I need to put a mouse guard on each hive. This is a strip of metal
with holes (bee sized!) punched into it that I fit across the hive entrance. This prevents any hopeful
mouse from entering the hive over winter as hives can be nice snug warm places with a ready meal
for mice! I also need to fix chicken wire around my wooden hives as the Green Woodpecker is
partial to eating bees and larvae. When food for these birds is scare during winter the Woodpecker
can hang onto the hive side and peck through the wooden walls easily to gain access to the bees
inside unless I put a barrier of chicken wire around the hives. I have seen forgetful beekeeper’s
hives where the Green Woodpecker has caused havoc and the hive would not make it through winter.

I hope you all had a good veg and fruit harvest this year.
As ever, thank you to all those who grow bee friendly
(or more generally, pollinator friendly) plants. If anyone
ever is curious about what types of pollen is being
collected by our bees please do ask me! I have colour
charts representing some of the most common pollen
colours which I am happy to show you should you wish.
ALSO I have taken part in a UK wide honey project and
during December am expecting the analysis of one of my hives’ honey to be sent to me. This should
tell me the top 14 plants that my bees collected from. So if anyone bought honey from me and
would like to know which flowers/nectar are in it, ask me then!
Best wishes
Alison
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WORKING PARTIES
Next working party date

Saturday 12th October
led by Simon Mawson and Iain Ridley
both committee members.
The next working party is on Saturday 12th October at 9.30am
for a 10am start to aim to finish by lunchtime. If you have
volunteered in the past could you please email the committee
on committee@maga.org.uk to let us know that you are
willing to help with working parties in the future and especially
if you are available for this Saturday in October.

NEW PLOTHOLDERS
allotments
No
don’t listen to them
those that say you
you must work work work!
you must do this!
you must do that!
laws-rules-regulations!
inspections-rejections!
ordinances- heavies !
dictums-penalties!
reign of terror!
and all such like

There are no special skills required, just a willingness to lend
a hand to help maintain the site to the standard we all enjoy
and appreciate.
We also need volunteers to help take the marquee down on
Saturday 9th November (was 2nd Nov). If you are available
could you please email the committee?
It goes without saying that tea, coffee and cake is served if
you turn up to help!
No
don’t worry
about all that
get fresh air
see gardening
low maintenance
enjoy no maintenance
comfy cosy shed
neat little lawn
a flower in a pot
rest relax enjoy
perhaps a coffee
nice light music
in a deckchair
a book
a newspaper
and
maybe just an
occasional chat
between
snoozes
haven
heaven!
pmcmanus
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